
Chapter 81 Meeting Minutes
November 15, 2014

Meeting was called to order at 1002 at the Ryan Field meeting room by President Eric Witherspoon.

Secretary’s Report:  Before Bob Miller could even take a breath, the ever-vigilant Prez suggested that
the Minutes of the October meeting be accepted as published in Sky Writer and the website.  Dennis
Crowley thanked our verbose Secretary for his write-up of the multiple-award-winning Just Aircraft
Escapade featured in the October Project Meeting.  Eric could see Bob getting ready to make a speech
and again, with uncanny timing, moved on to the: 

Treasurer’s Report:  Jim Gries says that we have $12,807 in the bank.  Expenses of $690.60 went
toward donuts and coffee, and mostly toward reimbursing Vice President Phil Peery and Secretary Bob
Miller for their expenses in travelling to Oshkosh for a Chapter Leaders Workshop (the plan backfired,
however, when they found their way back).  Phil and Bob will be making a presentation to the Board of
Directors about what was learned at this weekend event in wintery Wisconsin, having come home with
many an excellent idea about how to make Chapter 81 even better.  The bank account will also be
swelling with renewals coming in and Jim reported at least one new membership.

Old Business:  There has been no word from Pima Community College about accepting our annual
donation to their aviation program.  President Witherspoon will get in touch with them.  He is also
making room in his  garage for tools donated to Chapter 81 by members no longer building.   Joe
Seibold points out that there are several new projects going that are deserving of pilot profiles.  Contact
him – he will take care of the photography.

New Business:  A request came in for someone in Chapter 81 to provide a ride for a kid.  Although we
no longer have a Young Eagles program, Gary Wood came through with a ride in his RV-12.

EAA contacted our chapter, inquiring whether we would be interested in having the Ford Trimotor
come to Tucson for February.  They were going to be in Midlands, TX and could be in Tucson on
February 12-15 (Thursday through Sunday).  Their requirements:

• $3,000 if weekdays only, $4,000 if weekend included
• An 80-foot hangar, will credit $75 per night
• 400 gallons of avgas, reimbursed at $6 per gallon
• 4 volunteers per 4-hour shift (2 per day)

Profits to be split between EAA and Chapter 81.  Chuck Valade informed us that a Michigan chapter
made $7,000 in 4 days.  Joe Seibold suggested that cities do not do as well as rural locations, as there
are many other competing attractions.  Adults would pay $70 per ride and kids 17 and under $50.  Ford
dealers are frequently willing to be local sponsors.  A Coordinator is required, and Andy Myer and Bob
Olds stepped up to the plate as co-Coordinators.  If we are successful in pulling this off, it will take the
place of the February meeting and would likely attract a lot of attention to Chapter 81.  

It was strongly hinted that volunteers would be offered Trimotor rides, an experience not to be missed.
The Ford Trimotor was the Boeing 737 of its day (the late1920s and early 30s), offering rapid transit to
the well-heeled and utilized by nearly all airlines.  With a 90 MPH cruise speed, it was faster than a
train  and  could  reach  outlying  areas  not  reachable  by  railroad,  previously  the  fastest  form  of



transportation.   EAA’s Trimotor,  NC 8407,  is  a  Ford 4-AT-E model,  with  three 9-cylinder  Wright
Whirlwind  J-6-9  radial  engines,  each  producing  300 horsepower.   Only 18  were  built,  with  total
Trimotor production (all models) of 199 produced by the Stout Metal Aircraft Division of the Ford
Motor Company.  Henry Ford was able to brag in the late 1920s that Ford was the largest passenger
aircraft producer in the world.

John Harlow reported that the Copperstate Fly-In enjoyed great weather with 7,405 attendees, 1,503
more than last year.  There were about 540 planes there and 956 folks attended forums, including Bob
Miller’s presentation on Maneuvering and Lift.

The Holiday Dinner will be at El Corral Restaurant as before, on Wednesday Dec. 10 at 6PM.  Send
your checks (you do remember what checks are, don’t you?) to Robert Miller at 2709 E. Kleindale
Road, Tucson, AZ 85716. 

Bruce Noon is now living in Mexico and wants to sell his Thorp T-211 LSA.  It’s wired and running,
has a brand-new 120 HP Jabiru 3300 6-cylinder engine, and needs finishing with “only a few small
issues”.  Bruce is looking for help in finishing it, or an outright buyer.

Joe Seibold informed us that Chuck Osborn was getting over throat cancer, is talking and eating again,
and hopes to attend the Holiday dinner. 

Jack McKenzie is joining Chapter 81; he is constructing a fast-build Europa with tricycle gear, not the
convention  (for  a  Europa)  main  wheel,  tail  wheel,  and  outriggers  that  are  a  legacy  of  Europa’s
motorglider origins.  Power will come from a Rotax 912 with turbo kit.  Jack was inquiring whether
there are any more Europas around, and was informed that there is one at Vista West hangars.

Bill Dieman has completed his RV-6A, ready for its airworthiness certificate.  He is seeking transition
training and offers to split the gas expense.  Also ready for inspection is Don Berlin’s O-320-powered
Long-EZ, started in 1982. 

Jim Otey, of Lewiston, ID, but currently in Green Valley, AZ, has been an EAA member since 1962,
was past-president of several chapters, and is a tech counselor.  He had an O-200 powered Aeronca
Champ in Idaho, built  a  Curtis  Pusher,  collaborated with Dean Wilson, designer  of the Avid Flier
(whose descendant is the contemporary Kitfox), and has a 1952 MG TD.

At 1055, we got around to the main event: Norm Radtke’s Waiex project.  The Waiex is a Y-tail version
of the Sonex, although at first glance, some mistake the Y-tail for a V-tail.  The Waiex has a vertical
stabilizer (pointing downward) and rudder, not ruddervators as found on a V33 Beech Bonanza.  Flying
properties of the conventional-tail Sonex and the Waiex are essentially identical.  Initially planned for
electric  power,  the project  converted over  to  more conventional  Jabiru 3300 power.   Son Michael
started the project out-of-state and shipped assemblies to Norm in Tucson, where they are finishing it
together.   It’s  in  its  4th  year  of  construction  and  nearly done.   They didn’t  want  the  stock  Bing
carburetor because it had no manual mixture control, and had issues with the Aerovee carb with the
slide sticking from manifold pressure.  A thicker throttle cable didn’t fix the problem, so they switched
to a Rotec carb.  They built a custom aluminum cooling plenum and fitted a Prince P-tip composite
prop.  A Jabiru 3300-powered Waiex should produce the following numbers:

Length  8’1”
Span  22’



Wing Area 98 sq. ft.
Cockpit Width  40”
Fuel Cap.  16 gal.
Stall Full Flaps  40 MPH
Stall Clean  46 MPH
Max Flap Ext.  100MPH
Maneuv. Spd.  125 MPH
Never Exceed  197 MPH
Range  400 miles
Sea Level Cruise  135 MPH (when limited to 2,850 RPM)
8000’ Cruise  170 MPH
Ceiling  23,000 ft.
T.O.  250 ft.
Ldg.  500 ft
Gross Wt.  1150 #
Baggage  40 #
Power Loading 9.583 #/HP at gross
Useful Load  530#
Rate of Climb  1000-1400 FPM at gross
Load Factors  +4.4, -2.2 G
Lift/Drag  11:1
Gross Aerobatic Wt.  950 #, now load rated at +6, -3 G

Our President, Eric Witherspoon, can tell us how close the equal-performing Sonex comes to these
numbers.  In summary, this is a small, somewhat cramped LSA (if you keep the revs down to 2,850
RPM) that is stressed for Sportsman aerobatics and fast for its power.  Like all Monett designs, it is
slippery and one must keep this in mind on the downline, as speed builds rapidly.  With a castoring
nose wheel,  differential  braking and a slow stall,  it  should be pilot-friendly,  provided that one has
enough transition time in like aircraft.   Norm and Mike can be proud of the workmanship we all
admired,  and  kept  their  minds  open  to  suggestions  from experienced  builders  about  small  safety
improvements.  The plane is nearly ready to fly and they’re in for a lot of fun!
 
There will be no December meeting other than the Holliday Dinner.  The next meeting will be on
Saturday January 17 at the Ryan Field meeting room.

Respectfully Submitted by
Secretary Bob Miller


